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Abstract
The dynamic resource allocation algorithm determines the optimal resource
allocation for the available tasks. Resource allocation scheme do not consider
the Grid computing issues such as bandwidth allocation, power utilization
which may increase the interference of co-resource and adversely affecting the
aggregation of resource across several grids. This paper proposes an adaptive
resource allocation scheme using fuzzy bee colony optimization technique. It
takes the available resource for each task relates with honey bee behaviour
provides best throughput and QoS in Grid computing. It investigates the
fuzziness of execution time of the task and performs the resource assignment
scheme with the objective of solving the above issues like maximizing task
allocation and equalizing the task assignment with efficient power utilization
to the resources for task.
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1. Introduction
Resource allocation for tasks in grid is one of the challenging research area to provide
sharing, selection, and aggregation of resources. Due to computational requirements
there is a need of abstraction for the job in resource management of grid
environments. But Virtual Machine (VM) technology, being an efficient support of
resource management systems based on lease abstraction [1].
Resources allocation is done based on two types of users such as local user and
external user. The local user request is phrased as the request given locally for
resources. External user request is termed as the request given externally which means
requesting a gateway for accessing the shared resources. The local request is given
more priority over the external in cluster [2] but due to external requests, the local
requests must not be delay in execution.
The preempting of VMs from local user imposes overheads to the underlying
system and degrades the utilization of the resources [1]. In terms of external user’s
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perspective, preemption increases the response time of the requests. The above issues
can be solved by choosing the best resource for any specific request in queue at any
given time. The available resource at each task can be analyzed to determine the
selection of number of VMs used in that task. We can predict the resources offering
best performance based on certain features of the task completion on each individual
VM at specific space/time. This prediction becomes useful in ranking the available
VMs and picking up the best resource suitable to accomplish the task. The decision to
allocate the best resources is to contrast the performances achieved by dynamically
chosen resource against a statically allocated resource.
Preemptive scheduler by PECT [3] aims scheduling different classes of job in a
Grid. It is based on applying coarse-grain time sharing and suspending of task in VMs
on disk. The main difference with our work is of scheduling the resource scheduling
to minimize the number of VMs preemptions of task. In [4] a prediction method to
analyze the unavailable periods in fine grained cycle sharing systems in the mixture of
local and global jobs. Margo et al. [5] proposed a scheduling based on priority to
increase the utilization of the resources. It determines the priority of each job based on
the expansion factor and number of processing elements.
The proposed algorithm implements a mechanism to choose the available
resources dynamically by considering the appropriate number of VMs. Its
performance is evaluated by deploying in dynamic resource allocation. The Grid with
dynamic resource allocation for the task with the prediction of VM available is
proposed, implemented and evaluated. The experimental setup ranks all the available
resources based on the achievable performance by estimating the best possible set of
properties about each resource. Next, we can construct a resource allocation engine
that can choose and dynamically allocate the best resource for the existing tasks in
Grid with considering the appropriate set of properties in terms of the power
utilization.

2. Optimized Fuzzy Bee based Resource Scheduling Architecture
The architecture designed to estimate the resource for the allocation of the tasks has to
be scheduled with the available VMs. It consist of three phases , in first phase the
available VMs and host from Grid resource were estimated at the middleware of the
Grid layers for the allocation of the task.
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Figure 1. Optimized Fuzzy Bee based Resource Scheduling
Next, the available resource for each task is calculated based on effective
utilization of the resource from the available resource. Depending on the size of task
and execution time, the task is scheduled to the resource which is best suitable for
processing the task by VMs available is selected. Finally resource assignment phase
hop by hop resource allocation scheme. If there is already a resource allocated
between a task, the same task is used for processing the available resource else it
sends a task request message to the other available VMs and assigns a VM with task
completion reply. If VMs are available the request is kept in the queue and processed
later depending on availability of resource using request task and completion task
mechanism.

3. Optimized Fuzzy Bee based Resource Scheduling Algorithm (OFB-R):
The proposed algorithm, resources are allocated to the task in proportion to the
requirement of Grid computing. The factors that are considered for resource
estimation:
1. Resource available for task
2. Idle time of the resource
3. Task execution time
The resource available for the task can be evaluated
RT=R*(TR/ET)
Where RT is the remaining available resource for task T, R is the available
resource, TR is the idle time of resource and ET is the execution time of the task.
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Let [E1, E2] be the interval graph between hive to a specific degree of fuzzy nectar
that the bee is searching for, then we have Min T: [E1, E2] →I, where I represents unit
interval [0, 1]. After getting the required nectar as per the below mathematical model,
we need to schedule the web service to specific resources. Our proposed algorithm
for searching a specific service in Grid designed with energy saving considerations to
satisfy both QoS and resource constraints.
The finishing time of a task ECT and the execution time of a task ET on virtual
machine VMs can be denoted as Exy with availability of resource are maintained in
the datacenter used by tasks to allocate VMs. Current distance of all available VMs
can be calculated based on the information received from the datacenter. The
algorithm is a dynamic task resource allocation technique merged with the concept of
fuzziness with honey bee behavior is shown in Fig. 2.
RT = 0 when bee does not move from the hive and dies of starvation. The task
does not move to any resource and expire without execution.
[axy (t )]α − [ Exy ]β
When bee moves from the hive to the allowable nectars
RT =
1 β
α
∑ [axy (t )] − [ E ]
xy
Where axy (t) is the arc fitness from the hive x to nectar y at the time t. RT = 1 then
bee moves from the hive to the required nectar means, the task is allocated to the
resources it required.
α is a binary variable that turns on or off the arc fitness. β is the parameter that
controls the significant level of heuristic distance.
The objective function is
n

MinT = ∑ ET RT

(1)

T =0

It must be satisfy the conditions below
ET >= 0
ET1 + ET2 >=ET2
In the algorithm proposed, if a link is established for a specific path, the same
resource is used. In case of non-availability of a link, several other tasks might be in
wait for the one task called waited-task to give up the resource at the same time.
When the waited-task forfeits the resource, the important problem is which task first
uses this task and resource. The issue can be addressed by defining a queue to store
the addresses of task which are waiting for the resource (called waiting-task). Thus,
waited-task utilizes the queue to store the addresses of waiting-task. After the waitedtask surrenders the resource, it can be used by the first task in the queue to route to the
waited-task. The waited-task rejects further addresses of other task when the queue is
full and will notice the task which wants to store the address. Since the length of the
queue cannot be too large, it causes the task to wait for long and impair the
performance of the network.
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Figure 2 Algorithm flow of Optimized Fuzzy Bee based Resource Scheduling

4. Result and Discussion
The performances of our algorithm based on execution time reduction have been
evaluated by a cloud computing simulator. The classes were extended for this
simulator to suit the implementation of our algorithm. The makespan and cost of well
known scheduling algorithms like Non power aware (NPA), Round Robin (RR)
Dynamic Voltage and Frequency Scaling (DVFS) and First come and First serve
(FCFS) are evaluated in terms of VMs, power utilization, MIPS and type of host
shown in Fig(2). The proposed algorithm addresses minimum completion time with
cost to schedule the tasks provides optimal result. The comparisons between the
algorithms are shown below in the tables 1 and table2. Considering the random
workflow for different number of task.
The simulation setup to evaluate the performance of OFB-R is shown in table 3.
The average utilization of power and VMs evaluated shown better result compare to
other approaches as shown in Fig (2). The number task executed with and without
estimation of the resource shown less time execution with effective utilization of the
resources. The power utilization of with different no of host with fixed VMs is
evaluated for different techniques is shown from Fig (4) - Fig (6)
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Table 3- The Simulation Setup

Host
VMs
Core
RAM
Bandwidth
Scheduling

10-50
50-300
1-4
512-24576
1000-1000000
FCFS, DVFS,
RR

Table 2- Virtual Machines Setup

Resource/
VM
MiPs
Cores
RAM
Bandwidth
Storage

VM
Type1
750
1
512
1000
25000

VM
Type2
1000
1
512
1000
25000

VM
Type3
1500
1
1024
1000
25000

VM
Type4
2000
1
1024
1000
25000

Table 3- Host Setup

Resource/
Host
MiPs
Cores
RAM
Bandwidth
Storage

Host type0
1500
1
24576
100000
100000000

Host type1
2000
1
24576
100000
100000000

Host type2
2500
2
24576
100000
1000000000

Host type3
4200
4
24576
100000
100000000

Host type4
6000
4
24576
100000
100000000

Table 4 Task scheduling without estimation of VMs

Task(Length)
T1(10),
T3(20),T4(30),
T2(40),T3(50),
T4(60), T5(70)
T6(80),T7(90),
T8(100)

Time
60s

VMs
M1

Overall
60s

M1=40s,
M2=50s,
M3=60s+70s
M1=80s,
M2=90s+100s

M1={T2},
130s
M2={T3},
M3={T4,T5}
M1=T6,M2={T7,T 190s
8}
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Table 5 Task scheduling with estimation of VMs

Task(Length)
T1(10), T3(20),T4(30),
T2(40),T3(50),T4(60),T
5(70)
T6(80),T7(90), T8(100)

VMs
M1
M1={T2,T5}M2={
T3},M3={T4}
M1={T6,T8),
M2={T7}

Time
60s
M1=40s+70s,
M2=50s, M3=60s
M1=80+100s,
M2=90s

Figure 2 Power utilization

Fig. 3. Execution time based on number of task

Overall
60s
120s
180
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Fig. 4. Power utilization performance

Fig 5: Power utilization performance for the 150 Host with 800 VMs
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Fig 6: Power utilization performance for the 350 Host with 800 VMs

5. Conclusions
The static resource assignments are insufficient for the requirements of the task
available in the Grid resulting in traffic-load. The dynamic strategy of resource
allocation improves grid computing system performance in the context of overload of
the task. The proposed adaptive resource allocation mechanism for Grid computing
system is optimized using fuzzy bee colony optimization technique depending on the
resource reveals a appreciable improvement of data throughput performance with less
utilization of power and effective utilization of resource.
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